A direct assessment of genetic contribution to the incidence of coronary infarct in the general population Greek EPIC cohort.
To estimate the fraction of the incidence of coronary infarct attributable to the combined action of common genetic polymorphisms likely to be related to this condition, we conducted a case-control study nested within the Greek component of the European Prospective Investigation into Cancer and Nutrition. A total of 202 cases with a new, medically confirmed coronary infarct and 197 controls who had not developed an infarct by the time the corresponding case was diagnosed, were identified. A simple a priori score, relying on a total of 11 genetic polymorphisms was developed. Each polymorphism contributed 1 unit if the subject was homozygous for the high-risk allele, 0.5 units if the subject was heterozygous and 0 units if the subject was homozygous for the low-risk allele. Cases were over-represented in the presumed high genetic risk score values (chi square for trend = 10.18; p = 0.0014). The odds ratio to develop coronary infarct was 1.55 (95% confidence interval: 1.02-2.37) for score > or = 3.0, and 2.02 (1.31-3.11) for score > or = 3.5. In both instances the population fraction of the disease attributable to genetic predisposition exceeded 22%. Assuming a prior probability of at least 0.10 for the score to be predictive of coronary infarct risk, our findings are more likely than not to be truly positive. Our results, based on a simple score integrating the additive impact of 11 genetic polymorphisms, indicate that genetic predisposition accounts for a considerable fraction of the incidence of coronary infarct in the community.